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Read
“Regions of Mexico” (pp. 148-150).

Study Exercises

Match the Spanish names or parts of names with their English meanings.

1. del sur

2. oriental

3. occidental

4. sierra

Write the letters of the correct answers.

5. The highest mountains in Mexico are located

a. in the Sierra Madre Occidental.

b. in the Sierra Madre Oriental.

c. where the mountain ranges meet.

d. in the Sierra Madre del Sur.

6. The text mentions the need for irrigation in the regions of

a. the Mexican Plateau.

b. the Gulf Coastal Plain.

c. the Pacific Coastal Plain.

d. the Southern Highlands.

e. the Yucatán Peninsula.

a. western
b. saw-toothed mountain range
c. eastern
d. of the south

Lesson 2
Geographical Regions
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Lesson 2

Write letters from the map. Answers may be used more than once.
See the map on page 146.

7. Southern Highlands—mountainous area of dry valleys and tropical rain forests

8. home of the ancient Maya

9. region with most of Mexico’s large cities

10. Pacific Coastal Plain—narrow, lowland region on Mexico’s Pacific coast

11. Gulf Coastal Plain—lowland along the Gulf of Mexico

12. Yucatán Peninsula—region of few hills or mountains and no large rivers

13. Mexican Plateau—high area surrounded by mountain ranges

14. area with most of Mexico’s petroleum and leading seaports
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Lesson 2

Underline the correct answer.

15. Most of the land regions have drier climates in their northern, southern parts.

16. The Gulf Coastal Plain is narrower, wider than the Pacific Coastal Plain.

17. The Mexican Plateau is about 3,000 feet above sea level in the far north and around 8,000 feet

above sea level near Mexico City. Because of this difference in elevation, temperatures on the

plateau are hotter in the north than in the south. From this we can tell that lower elevations have

lower, higher temperatures.

Answer these questions.

18. Why was Veracruz called the City of the Dead?

19. Why do you think the cities of the Mexican Pacific Coastal Plain are smaller than those on

the Gulf Coastal Plain?

Underline the correct answer.

20. Mexico’s capital is located in Mexico State, the Federal District.

21. The equator, Tropic of Capricorn, Tropic of Cancer divides Mexico nearly in half.

22. Mexico’s lowlands, mountains and hills, peninsulas are in the tierra fría.

23. Approximately sixty percent of Mexico’s people are mestizos, Indians, Europeans and thirty

percent are mestizos, Indians, Europeans.

24. Descendants of native peoples who speak a native language are nativos, indígenas, ignorant.

25. A plateau has mountain, lowlands, high and flat land.

Write the names of Latin America’s three largest countries in order from largest to
smallest.

26.

We Remember
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Read
“Farming in Mexico’s Land Regions” and “Black Gold in Mexico’s
Lowlands” (pp. 151, 152).

Study Exercises

Write the word that is defined by the italicized part of each sentence.

1. In its early history, Mexico’s system of producing and using wealth

was based on farming.

2. The Spanish conquistadors were unaware of a valuable substance

sometimes called black gold that lay under their feet.

3. Since the 1940s, Mexico’s oil wells have been owned or controlled

by the government.

Write the date of each event. Then number them in the order they happened.

4. Mexico’s government took over the oil wells.

5. The first oil well was discovered in Mexico.

6. Mexico produced a quarter of the world’s oil.

7. More petroleum was discovered in Mexico.

economy (7 käå nß m7) System of producing and using wealth.
nationalized (naå shß nß l8zd¬) Owned or controlled by the national

government.
subsistence (sßb siså tßns) farming Growing just enough to live on.

Pronounce these words to someone.

Lesson 3
Farming and Mining
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Lesson 3

Read the graphs and answer the questions.

8. A line graph shows the rise and fall of an element in relation to a time factor. Which line

graph best shows the effect of the rise and fall of oil prices in relation to Mexico’s economy

and living standards?

oil prices Mexico’s economy living standard of the poor

a. b. c.

These circle graphs compare Mexico’s oil production to the rest of the world.

9. Which graph shows the correct comparison in 1921?

10. Which graph shows the correct comparison today?

a. b.

Write the letter of the correct answer.

11. According to the text, which statement about the population of Mexico is true?

a. The population is evenly distributed over the country.

b. Most Mexicans live on small subsistence farms.

c. About one-fourth of Mexicans are farmers, but they live on a small percentage of the land.

12. Which statement best describes Mexico’s oil production in 1921 and today?

a. Today Mexico produces more oil than it did in 1921, but other countries are producing and
using large amounts of oil.

b. Today Mexico produces more oil than it did in 1921, but it no longer exports oil to other
countries.

c. Today Mexico produces less oil than it did in 1921 because other countries have taken over
the production.

Oil Production of
Other Countries

Mexico’s Oil Production

Oil Production of
Other Countries

Mexico’s Oil Production25%

75%

7%

93%
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Lesson 3

13. Which of the following is an example of a subsistence farmer?

a. A vegetable farmer who ships tomatoes to the United States.

b. A beef farmer who provides meat for large supermarkets.

c. A farmer with a cow, a few chickens, and a garden for his own family.

Write sentences.

14. Describe the henequén plant. Include its size, the region where it grows, and its use. Tell how

modern technology has affected the henequén farmers of the Yucatán Peninsula.

Write letters from the map.

15. location of oil wells

16. location of Mexican iron mines

17. where farmers use modern

equipment on large farms

18. where farmers use primitive farming

methods on small farms

19. region that once produced most of

the world’s baler twine

Write the name of the correct region.

20. A large lowland with few rivers; was the home of many

Mayan Indians.

21. Contains most of Mexico’s cities.

22. Mountainous with dry valleys and rain forests.

23. Has the leading seaports and oil wells.

24. A narrow lowland with small cities.

We Remember
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Lesson 3

Write the five geographical regions of Mexico from east to west.

25. a. d.

b. e.

c.

Write letters from the map.

26. Gulf Coastal Plain 33. Tropic of Cancer

27. Mexican Plateau 34. Gulf of Mexico

28. Pacific Coastal Plain 35. Caribbean Sea

29. Southern Highlands 36. Pacific Ocean

30. Yucatán Peninsula 37. Guatemala

31. Río Grande 38. Belize

32. Baja California 39. United States
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